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ABSTRACT

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is a heterogeneous spectrum of age-associated neurodegenerative diseases that include two main pathologic categories of tau (FTLD-Tau) and TDP-43 (FTLD-TDP) proteinopathies. These distinct proteinopathies are often clinically indistinguishable during life, posing a major obstacle for diagnosis and emerging therapeutic trials tailored to disease-specific mechanisms. Moreover, MRI-derived measures have had limited success to date discriminating between FTLD-Tau or FTLD-TDP. T2*-weighted (T2*w) ex vivo MRI has previously been shown to be sensitive to non-heme iron in healthy intracortical lamination and myelin, and to pathological iron deposits in amyloid-beta plaques and activated microglia in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, an integrated, ex vivo MRI and histopathology approach is understudied in FTLD. We apply joint, whole-hemisphere ex vivo MRI at 7T and histopathology to the study autopsy-confirmed FTLD-Tau (n=3) and FTLD-TDP (n=2), relative to an AD disease-control brain with antemortem clinical symptoms of frontotemporal dementia and an age-matched healthy control. We detect distinct laminar patterns of novel iron-laden glial pathology in both FTLD-Tau and FTLD-TDP brains. We find iron-positive ameboid and hypertrophic microglia and astrocytes largely in deeper GM and adjacent WM in FTLD-Tau. In contrast, FTLD-TDP presents prominent superficial cortical layer iron reactivity in astrocytic processes enveloping small blood vessels with limited involvement of adjacent WM, as well as more diffuse distribution of punctate iron-rich dystrophic microglial processes across all GM lamina. This integrated MRI/histopathology approach reveals ex vivo MRI features that are consistent with these pathological observations distinguishing FTLD-Tau and FTLD-TDP, including prominent irregular hypointense signal in deeper cortex in FTLD-Tau whereas FTLD-TDP showed upper cortical layer hypointense bands and diffuse cortical speckling. Moreover, differences in adjacent WM degeneration and iron-rich gliosis on histology between FTLD-Tau and FTLD-TDP were also readily apparent on MRI as hyperintense signal and irregular areas of hypointensity, respectively that were more
prominent in FTLD-Tau compared to FTLD-TDP. These unique histopathological and radiographic features were distinct from HC and AD brains, suggesting that iron-sensitive T2*w MRI, adapted to in vivo application at sufficient resolution, may offer an opportunity to improve antemortem diagnosis of FTLD proteinopathies using tissue-validated methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is an understudied family of age-associated neurodegenerative proteinopathies that encompasses a variety of progressive frontotemporal dementia (FTD) clinical syndromes and is the most common cause of young-onset dementia.\(^1\) Roughly 95% of FTLD is caused by one of two distinct proteinopathies: tauopathies (i.e., FTLD-Tau) or TDP-43 proteinopathies (i.e., FTLD-TDP).\(^2\) Despite the distinct postmortem neuropathology that distinguishes these proteinopathies microscopically, it is not currently possible to accurately detect and differentiate these pathologies during life.\(^3\) Indeed, while some frontotemporal dementia (FTD) clinical syndromes have group-level statistical associations with one of these proteinopathies, the majority of FTD syndromes do not reliably predict pathology.\(^3^{–9}\) Moreover, there is currently no method to directly sensitize traditional MRI, or any other in vivo imaging technology, including molecular imaging, to the pathological features associated with underlying tau and TDP-43 inclusions in FTLD. In this report, we explore the novel combination of histopathology and T2*-weighted (T2*w) ex vivo 7 T MRI for the purpose of developing a more reliable, data-driven approach to diagnosis of pathology in FTLD spectrum disorders.
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MRI-based studies of FTLD have focused on localizing neurodegeneration through quantification of cortical grey matter thinning and/or coherence of white matter fibers. Both methods reveal group-level patterns of atrophy and disruption of neurocognitive networks that map to clinical symptoms. However, while gross regional patterns of neurodegeneration are associated at a group level with specific FTLD pathologies in autopsy data, patient-level prediction of pathology using these methods remains elusive. Thus, in vivo, individual-patient level prediction of pathology is a major impediment and unmet need for development of disease-modifying therapies. In contrast, pathology-based studies of FTLD have suggested a variety of disparate microscopic features across tau or TDP-43-mediated neurodegeneration. However, microscopic studies are necessarily restricted in spatial scope due to the nature of histopathologic sampling and analysis.

Ex vivo MRI provides ultra-high-resolution imaging of fine structures over large sections of tissue. Previous work in other disorders has demonstrated significant correlations between T2*-weighted (T2*w) ex vivo MRI at 7 T and histopathology, particularly in the mapping of myelin and iron deposits in cortical laminae. Indeed, these two sources of contrast often overlap, as oligodendrocytes are a major source of non-heme iron in the brain due to the large metabolic demands for myelination. Joint MRI/pathology studies have particularly focused on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), both of which have been described producing specific and localized distributions of pathological intracortical iron. However, in FTLD, joint MRI/pathology has been largely limited to focused study of the basal ganglia.

In this work we explore the combined use of histopathology and T2*w ex vivo 7 T MRI of whole brain hemispheres to 1) evaluate the sensitivity of T2*w MRI to detect and distinguish microscopic pathologic features of FTLD within cortical laminae and subjacent WM, and 2) demonstrate utility of MRI-guided histopathology to locate and typify focal pathologic features in FTLD. Previous histopathological studies suggest relative bilaminar distribution of tau inclusions and gliosis with greater WM
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degeneration\textsuperscript{50,51} in FTLD-Tau. In contrast, FTLD-TDP demonstrates greater relative upper cortical-layer TDP-43 inclusions\textsuperscript{45,52,53}, degeneration and gliosis\textsuperscript{23,54,55}. Therefore, we hypothesized T2w* MRI would reveal distinct laminar features of greater relative deep cortical layer and adjacent WM disease in FTLD-Tau compared to greater relative upper layer pathology in FTLD-TDP. Our findings’ laminar distribution were in concordance with this hypothesis, and, moreover, we describe below novel iron-rich patterns of gliosis in FTLD that highlight potential distinct mechanisms of neuroinflammation between proteinopathies.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Patients and Neuropathological Diagnosis

Patients selected for study were evaluated at the Penn Frontotemporal Degeneration Center (FTDC). Clinical diagnosis was performed in a weekly, multidisciplinary consensus panel using published clinical research criteria for FTD.\textsuperscript{4,5,56} Autopsy was performed at the Penn Center for Neurodegenerative Disease Research (CNDR). Neuropathological diagnosis was performed using tissue from the non-scanned hemisphere by experienced neuropathologists (EBL, JQT) using well characterized antibodies\textsuperscript{57} and current diagnostic criteria.\textsuperscript{58,2,59}

We examined 3 FTLD-Tau brains, and 2 FTLD-TDP brains, 1 Alzheimer’s disease (AD) brain and 1 age-matched healthy control brain to capture the heterogeneity of FTLD. Tauopathies can be subdivided into the prominent isoform of tau present in inclusions (i.e. 3- and 4-repeat, \{3R, 4R\}),\textsuperscript{2} and our sample contained both 3R and 4R pathologies. Similarly, FTLD-TDP can be subdivided into subtypes TDP-A, -B, and -C,\textsuperscript{58} and our sample contained both TDP-A and -C. Patient demographics and clinical characteristics are summarized in Table 1. All procedures were performed in accordance with Helsinki criteria and an informed consent procedure obtained in accordance with the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board.
At the time of autopsy, one hemisphere was selected for standard neuropathological sampling from fresh tissue for diagnostics and frozen storage of remaining tissue as previously described, while the other hemisphere was immersed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for at least 30 days prior to imaging as below (Min=59, Max=626, Mean=187 days).

To harmonize with ongoing projects at our center, some hemisphere samples used for scanning were from the frontal lobe only and/or had 1.5 cm fresh samples taken prior to fixation for bilateral assessments of pathology in FTD, as previously described.

### 2.2 Ex vivo 7 T MRI

Samples were placed in Fomblin (California Vacuum Technology; Freemont, CA), a proton-free fluid with volume magnetic susceptibility close to that of tissue. Samples were enclosed in either custom-build cylindrical holders or plastic bags, and then left to rest for at least two days to allow air bubbles to escape from the tissue. Depending on their size, samples were scanned using either a custom-built small solenoid coil or a custom-modified quadrature birdcage (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) coil. These transmit/receive coils were attached to a two-channel transmit-receive adapter (Stark Contrast, Erlangen, Germany). The smallest coil was chosen that could hold each sample and then placed into our whole-body 7 T scanner (MAGNETOM Terra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using plastic shims under the coils to position the sample near isocenter.

MRI data were acquired with a 3D-encoded, 8-echo gradient-recalled echo (GRE) sequence with non-selective RF pulses. To maintain readout polarity and minimize distortions due to field inhomogeneity, each readout was followed by a flyback rephrasing gradient. The final echo was followed by an additional completely rephrased readout to measure frequency drifts. Each line of k-space was acquired with multiple averages sequentially before advancing to the next phase-encode step. Common parameters for the sequence were: 280 μm isotropic resolution, 25° flip angle, 60 ms
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repetition time (TR), minimum echo time (TE) 3.48 ms, echo spacing 6.62 ms, bandwidth 400 Hz/px. The field of view was adapted to each sample, and subsequently TRs and TEs were slightly modified based on the necessary readout duration. Total scan times were 8-10 hours for each sample.

Images were reconstructed using the vendor’s on-scanner reconstruction software which automatically corrected the global frequency drift, combined the signal averages in k-space, and produced magnitude images for each echo. After its MRI session, each sample was rinsed in formalin and then stored at room temperature in sealed bags for histopathological processing.

We determined that an echo time of roughly 20 ms provided strong T2*-weighted cortical laminar contrast while maintaining excellent SNR and minimizing local susceptibility induced drop-outs (e.g., due to air bubbles). We performed all subsequent analyses on these single-echo images. This choice of TE is consistent with some previous work using magnitude images directly, while slightly shorter than that chosen by others.

At each pathology-sampled region (sampling process described below), MR images were rated by an experienced investigator (MDT). We quantified the relative contrast between pairs of neighboring structures using a range (-2, +2), where +2 indicates the first structure in the pair is substantially brighter than the second, -2 indicates the first structure in the pair is substantially darker than the second, and 0 indicates no apparent contrast between the structures.

2.3 Histopathologic Sampling

All patient samples for study were systematically sampled in the Penn Digital Neuropathology Lab using an atlas-based approach in key neocortical regions implicated in FTD, including orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, Brodmann area (BA) 11), anterior temporal cortex (ATC, BA 20 with the exception of patient #3, who only had
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tissue available for histology from adjacent BA 38 obtained fresh at autopsy), inferior prefrontal cortex (IPFC, BA 45) and primary motor (MOT, BA 4) known to be an area of high pathology in PSP. We additionally sampled primary somatosensory (SOM, BA 3) as a relative negative control region that is generally less-affected in FTLD.

Critically, in reviewing our MRI data, we noted unique focal cortical features outside of our standard sampling in some of our FTLD patients. To further investigate pathologic-imaging correlations, we additionally sampled these specific regions (see Supplementary Tables 1 and 4).

During both the atlas- and MRI-guided sampling, FreeView 6.0 (Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FreeviewGuide) was used to view the MR images and generate 3D surface models of the hemispheres on a bench-side computer. By matching gyral patterns on the hemisphere sample to the 3D surface model and MR images, the sampling team (DO, DJI, MDT) achieved consensus on the correspondence between imaging coordinates and histology sample locations. Samples, roughly 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm, were taken with cuts normal to the pial surface.

All samples were processed and embedded in paraffin, then sectioned into 6 um sections in the Penn Digital neuropathology lab for histological evaluation. Adjacent sections from each tissue sample were stained for healthy myelin using luxol-fast blue with hematoxylin and eosin to visualize GM (LFB), Meguro method for Perl’s Fe (iron) stain with DAB amplification, amyloid-beta (Nab228, CNDR), ferritin light chain (Abcam; Catalogue No ab69090), microglia (IBA-1; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc, Dallas, TX; Catalogue No sc-32725) and activated astrocytes (GFAP; Dako; Santa Clara, CA; Catalogue No Z0334). Moreover, sections for FTLD-Tau and AD were also immunostained for phosphorylated tau (AT8; Fisher, Waltham, MA; Catalogue No. ENMN1020) and FTLD-TDP for phosphorylated TDP-43 (p409.410; Protein Tech,
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Rosemont, IL; Catalogue No 66318-1-Ig) to identify protein inclusions characteristic of these disorders. All sections were counterstained with hematoxylin. To ensure specificity and reproducibility of chemical staining, sections were re-stained in three separate staining batches for LFB and iron stain.

Slides were reviewed by an experienced investigator (DJI) and rated for key histopathological features on a standardized 0-3 scale (i.e. none, mild, moderate, severe) including: 1) density of tau/TDP-43, glial and iron-rich pathology in supragranular GM upper (layers I-III), infragranular deep GM (infragranular IV-VI), juxtacortical WM enriched with U-fibers and adjacent relatively deep WM; 2) vacuolization and neuronal loss in upper and deep GM layers; and 3) the graded presence of intracortical WM (i.e., bands of Baillarger) and adjacent juxtacortical and relatively deeper WM in LFB and Fe-stained sections.

2.4 Data and Code Availability Statement

All MRI imaging data that support this study are openly available via Dryad at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4tmpg4f8r. All histopathology data that supports this study are contained in the supplemental materials and tissue is available upon reasonable request from the authors, conditional on establishing a formal data sharing agreement with the University of Pennsylvania. No locally developed software was used in this study.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Summary of Observations
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For brevity in the descriptions below, we will focus on the sample regions for each subject that had distinct MRI/histopathological findings compared to the control and/or other patient regions. These key regions of interest are summarized in Table 1. Please see Supplementary Tables 1-4 for full histopathological and imaging ratings.

### Table 1. Patient data and rating scores for pathological features of iron-rich gliosis in grey matter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age at Death (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Hemisphere sampled</th>
<th>Clinical diagnosis</th>
<th>Disease Dur. (years)</th>
<th>Brain Weight (g)</th>
<th>Post-Mortem Interval (hours)</th>
<th>Focal Region</th>
<th>Upper Layers I-III</th>
<th>Deep Layers IV-VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 HC</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R*</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Fe 0 Microglia</td>
<td>Fe 0 Microglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 AD</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>bvFTD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>++ Astrocyte</td>
<td>+++ Plaques/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 TDP C</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>svPPA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>processes/</td>
<td>Microglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 TDP A</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>bvFTD</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>IOFC</td>
<td>+++ Astrocyte</td>
<td>+ Dystrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 Tau GGT</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>naPPA/PSPS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1316</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>iMOT</td>
<td>processes/</td>
<td>Microglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 Tau PSP</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>PSPS/naPPA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>+ Ameboid/</td>
<td>+ Ameboid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 Tau PID</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>R*</td>
<td>bvFTD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>DLPFC</td>
<td>Microglia</td>
<td>Dystrophic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cells depict ordinal rating data (additionally color coded) for each pathology score: 0 (green) = no pathology, 0.5 (green) = rare pathology, + (yellow) = mild pathology, ++ (orange) = moderate pathology, +++ (red) = severe pathology or for 7T severity score...
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for MACRO SPECKLING = large hypointense speckling, BAND = hypointense banding pattern, DOTS= fine contrast inhomogeneity. Pt #= patient number, *= frontal lobe imaged only, ABC= Amyloid Thal stage/ Braak AD Tau Stage/ CERAD plaque stage, bvFTD= behavioral variant of FTD, svPPA= semantic variant of primary progressive aphasia, naPPA = nonfluent agrammatic variant of primary progressive aphasia, GGT = globular glial tauopathy, PSPS = progressive supranuclear palsy syndrome, PiD = Pick’s disease tauopathy; MOT = primary motor cortex; ATP = Anterior temporal pole; IOFC = inferior orbital frontal cortex; iMOT = inferior motor cortex; DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

3.2 Participant #1 — Healthy control

As expected, T2*w MRI showed dark WM with lighter cortical GM that, in turn, was generally darkest in lower layers, with one or two distinct tangential bands generally observed, depending on the cortical region (Supplementary Figure 1). Juxtacortical WM enriched with U-fibers generally showed a slight gradient of darker signal compared to deeper adjacent WM. Comparing with histology, these contrast differences were, as expected, produced by iron-containing myelinated fibers — radial fibers producing lower-layer cortical hypointensity and bands of Baillarger producing tangential hypointense “stripes”. There was also slightly greater density of iron-rich myelin in juxtacortical WM enriched for U-fibers around sulcal depths compared to relatively deeper WM.

Consistent with the pathological staging data (Table 1) there was an absence of neurodegenerative disease-associated protein deposits in regions sampled. Examination of glial markers found mild IBA-1 reactivity throughout GM and WM largely in a “ramified” morphology of a quiescent resting type and only rare iron- or ferritin-
reactive activated microglia with a rod- or ameboid-shaped morphology.\textsuperscript{67,68} GFAP staining revealed a “fibrous” morphology in sub-pial GM that seldom reached deeper than layer I GM and also more uniformly in WM, as described previously in healthy brain compared to a more activated “protoplasmic” morphology seen in neurodegeneration.\textsuperscript{69,70}

3.3 Patient #2 – Alzheimer’s Disease, Behavioral-Variant Frontotemporal Dementia

Consistent with previous reports in amnestic AD, on MRI we noted a pattern of large hypointense speckling in GM in middle to lower cortical layers.\textsuperscript{30–32,34,36} This pattern was present throughout the neocortex and limbic cortex with relatively preserved patterns of GM lamination and WM architecture as found in the control sample. In our pathology-sampled regions, this speckling pattern was most prominent in the ATC (Figure 1).

Histopathologic examination of sampled tissue was consistent with neuropathological staging of high-level AD neuropathological change (Table 1) and revealed a high density of diffuse and neuritic amyloid-beta plaques and tau-positive tangles/threads largely confined to cortical GM.

Iron stain formed deposits that resembled a subset of iron-reactive amyloid-beta plaques and associated microglia in activated morphology (Figure 1) that were most pronounced in ATC and OFC. The distribution and intensity of myelin and iron stain also indicated relative preservation of intracortical myelin and adjacent WM throughout most regions sampled, although there was reduced density in ATC.
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Figure 1. Alzheimer’s disease (patient #2) anterior temporal cortex MRI and pathology. Left: T2* MRI of anterior temporal lobe (including sampled BA 20, red arrowhead shows sampled gyrus). Center: low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for amyloid-beta (AB), iron (Fe), and myelin (LFB). Right: high-magnification (20x) tissue sample stained for AB, Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively deeper white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is widespread amyloid-beta plaque pathology (black arrowheads, AB) across cortical layers and in juxtacortical white matter along with severe neuronal loss across layers. T2* MRI shows a widespread hypointense speckling pattern (blue arrowheads, T2* MRI) in mid-cortical layers which correlated iron deposits consistent in size and shape with neuritic senile plaques (blue arrowheads, Fe) and associated microglia (blue asterisks, Fe).
3.4 Patient #3 – FTLD-TDP Type C, Semantic Variant PPA

On MRI, atypical signal was largely localized in the ATC, consistent with the patient’s clinical syndrome of svPPA. ATC showed substantial atrophy and a hypointense “band” in the upper layers of the cortex, along with mild diffuse dot-like hypointense speckling across the entire cortical depth with loss of distinct cortical GM lamination seen in the control sample. A thin band of juxtacortical WM also showed overall hypointense signal compared to relative hyperintense signal in the focal area of relative deep WM to this cortical region. This regionally hyperintense signal in WM was accompanied with diffuse hypointense striations on MRI (Figure 2).

Histopathological analysis of ATC showed a high density of TDP-43 positive long-dystrophic neurites that was most prominent in upper layers and associated with relatively greater superficial cortical layer neuronal loss and vacuolization. TDP-43 pathology was largely absent in WM, similar to previous reports for FTLD-TDP type C. The remainder of regions had mild or absent TDP-43 and neurodegeneration.

Corresponding to the observed upper layer hypointense band and diffuse cortical speckling seen on MRI, iron staining in ATC revealed a high density of staining in cortical layer II, consisting of a mixture of dot-like stippling pattern of bead-like dystrophic appearing processes and additional prominent reactivity of cellular processes surrounding small blood vessels (Figures 2, 7). Examination of adjacent sections for glial markers suggested that these iron-rich structures correspond to diffuse punctate and tortuous IBA-1-positive dystrophic microglial processes and GFAP-positive astrocytic processes enveloping small vessels, respectively. Moreover, there were moderate amounts of iron-rich cellular structures resembling rod-shaped or ameboid microglial morphologies in layers III-VI and occasionally in juxtacortical WM that corresponded to activated microglia visualized by IBA-1 immunostaining (Figure 7). Histologically, WM staining in ATC showed scant intracortical myelin and mild relative loss of adjacent WM compared to control tissue.
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Figure 2. FTLD-TDP type C (patient #3) anterior temporal cortex MRI and pathology. **Left:** T2*w MRI of anterior temporal lobe (including sampled BA 38). **Center:** low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for iron (Fe) and myelin (LFB), with corresponding T2*w MRI slice. **Right:** high-magnification (20x) tissue sample stained for TDP-43 pathology (TDP), Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively deeper white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is prominent TDP-43 pathology (black arrow heads, TDP) across cortical layers and most abundant in upper layers along with severe neuronal loss and vacuolization (LFB). T2*w MRI shows a hypointense upper-layer band (blue arrowheads, T2*w) and diffuse speckling which correlated with iron deposits resembling astrocyte processes surrounding capillaries (blue arrowheads, Fe) and activated microglia (blue stars, Fe). Outside of the upper-layer band, there is an absence of intracortical contrast on MRI (T2*w), and rare myelin fibers on histology (LFB). Adjacent white matter signal is heterogenous on MRI (T2*w) corresponding to mild reduction in relative deep white matter myelin (LFB) and occasional white matter iron rich glia (blue arrowheads, Fe).
3.5 Patient #4 – FTLD-TDP Type A, Behavioral Variant FTD

On MRI, both ATC and OFC showed atypical diffuse dot-like speckling throughout the cortex, including upper layers. There was focal hyperintense signal in adjacent WM in ATC with a gradient of darker signal in juxtacortical WM and some scant WM striations of hypointense signal. Similar to the TDP C case (patient #3), we found an upper-cortical hypointense band on MRI, here in a lateral region of OFC (BA 47) (Figure 3).

In ATC and OFC, histopathology showed highest TDP-43 pathology in cytoplasmic inclusions and diffuse neurites, accompanied by severe upper layer neuronal loss and vacuolization in regions sampled, consistent with known pathological and regional patterns of FTLD-TDP A.22,58 There were also mild TDP-43 inclusions in WM oligodendrocytes in these regions, while the remainder of regions sampled had scant or absent TDP-43 and minimal or no neurodegeneration of GM or WM.

The MRI-guided lateral OFC sample showed a similar pattern on histopathology, with more pronounced iron-rich astrocytic processes enveloping small vessels in layers II-III and overall darker appearance of the neuropil, particularly in upper layers (Figure 3), similar to patient #3 with FTLD-TDP C. Iron-reactive pathology corresponded to a high level of GFAP-reactive astrocytes highlighting small capillaries and beaded dystrophic IBA-1 reactive microglial processes (Figure 7). Intracortical myelin was mildly reduced, as was adjacent WM. In the standard sampled OFC and ATC there was a similar pattern with less prominent upper-layer iron-rich gliosis and ATC had more prominent iron-positive hypertrophic ameboid microglia.
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Figure 3. FTLD-TDP type A (patient #4) lateral orbitofrontal MRI and pathology.

Left: T2*w MRI of lateral orbitofrontal region (including sampled BA 47). Center: low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for iron (Fe) and myelin (LFB), with corresponding T2*w MRI slice. Right: high-magnification (20x) tissue sample stained for TDP-43 pathology (TDP), Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively deeper white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is prominent TDP-43 pathology largely restricted to upper cortical layers (black arrow heads, TDP) along with severe neuronal loss and vacuolization (LFB). T2*w MRI shows a hypointense upper layer band and diffuse speckling (blue arrow heads, T2*w) which correlated with iron deposits resembling astrocyte processes surrounding capillaries (blue arrow heads, Fe) and iron-rich glia (blue stars, Fe). There were sparse deep fibers in the deeper cortical layers (yellow notched arrow head, LFB). Adjacent white matter signal was heterogeneous on MRI, corresponding to mild reduction in relative deep white matter myelin (LFB) and occasional white matter deposits and gliosis (blue arrowheads, Fe).
3.6 Patient #5 – 4R-Predominant Globular Glial Tauopathy, Non-Fluent/Agrammatic PPA

MRI showed prominent abnormal signal in MOT, which showed frank irregular hypointense “smudges” within the deep layers of cortical laminae. Adjacent WM showed large irregular hypointense striations with vessel-like shapes. These findings were most pronounced in the inferior aspect of the motor cortex near the areas involved with motor speech, matching the patient’s clinical presentation of naPPA. We performed MRI-guided sampling of an additional inferior area of motor cortex with most prominent imaging features (iMOT) (Figure 4).

This patient displayed 4R-predominant pathology in tau-positive “globular” oligodendrocytic tau inclusions in GM and WM that was most prominent in the corticospinal tract as well as astrocytic tau pathology, tangles and threads in all layers of cortical GM, consistent with globular glial tauopathy type II. Tau pathology and resultant neurodegeneration were severe and most prominent in primary MOT and iMOT regions, while milder in IPFC and OFC and negligible in SENS. There was also mild to moderate amount of co-morbid diffuse amyloid beta plaque (stage A2, C0- Table 1) most concentrated in OFC and IPFC with rare iron-reactivity resembling plaques for these regions only.

Corresponding to irregular hypointense signal on MRI, iron stain of MOT and iMOT revealed a central band (approximately layers III-V) of dense, highly-reactive iron-positive clusters resembling ameboid and hypertrophic microglia (Figure 4). There were also lighter iron-reactive deposits corresponding to astrocyte morphologies in mid-cortical layers and in sub-pial areas of layer I. Adjacent tissue stained for glial markers confirmed the presence of large ameboid-type microglia in mid to deeper layers of GM and throughout WM, as well as a high density of weakly GFAP-positive reactive protoplasmic astrocytes with some dystrophic features throughout GM layers with a
relative depletion of fibrous astrocytes in WM compared to the control sample (Figure 7). Myelin stain showed minimal existing intracortical myelin and moderate loss of WM in juxtacortical and relative deep areas of adjacent WM. Rare diffuse amyloid plaques that did not correspond to iron stain were noted in MOT and iMOT, and were spatially distinct from the area of novel iron-rich glial pathology in this sample (Supplementary Figure 2). Iron staining of subjacent WM showed similar patches of high density of iron-positive microglia, often in focal clusters surrounding large blood vessels. Vessel walls appeared thickened with enlarged surrounding space and mild extracellular hemosiderin deposits but no evidence of amyloid angiopathy in these large vessels in relatively deeper WM (Supplementary Figure 2).

Figure 4. FTLD-Tau GGT 4R tauopathy (patient #5) primary motor MRI and pathology. Left: T2*w MRI of the inferior aspect of the primary motor region (including sampled BA 4). Center: low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for iron (Fe) and myelin (LFB), with corresponding T2*w MRI slice. Right: high-magnification (20x) tissue sample stained for tau pathology (Tau), Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively
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deep white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is widespread tau pathology (black arrowheads, Tau) across cortical layers and in white matter along with severe neuronal loss and vacuolization across layers (LFB). T2*w MRI shows a large irregular hypointense band (blue arrow heads, T2*w) across mid to lower cortical layers. This coincided on histopathology with clusters iron deposits resembling hypertrophic appearing microglia (blue arrow heads, Fe). There was no apparent MRI signal corresponding to the band of Baillarger and adjacent white matter was striated with large hypointensities near blood vessels. This pattern corresponded on pathology to an absence of intracortical white matter and severe myelin loss in adjacent white matter, along with large clusters of iron deposits resembling glia surrounding larger blood vessels (blue arrow heads, Fe).

3.7 Patient #6 – 4R-Predominant PSP Tauopathy, Steele-Richardson Progressive Supranuclear Palsy Syndrome

MRI results in our standardized sampling regions identified a distinct pathological feature in MOT, which was notable for a large irregular hypointense “smudge” in the middle layers of cortex with some irregular extension of mild hypointensity into the subjacent WM relative to nearby gyri (Figure 5), similar to GGT. This irregular hypointense band partially obscured the signal from intracortical WM. Finally, there was large-sized speckling across the cortical layers in ATC and IPFC which were reminiscent of that seen in the AD patient.

Histopathology was typical for PSP, with tau-positive tangles and tufted astrocytes throughout cortical layers and tau-positive threads and coiled bodies in adjacent WM that was most severe in MOT.21 This patient had moderate AD plaque co-pathology (Table 1) and a subgroup of amyloid-plaques were iron-reactive in ATC and IPFC,
correlating with our observation on MRI of “large-size speckling” in the ATC and IPFC. In contrast, amyloid-beta plaque co-pathology was mild in MOT, and spatially distinct from the band of unique iron-positive hypertrophic microglia in this sample (Supplementary Fig 2) described below.

Corresponding to the deep-layer hypointensity on MRI, iron stain showed clustered deposits resembling activated microglia in layers III-V and adjacent WM, similar to GGT (Figure 5). These clusters were occasionally associated with large blood vessels in GM and WM. There were less distinct astrocyte morphologies seen on iron stain, and adjacent tissue stained for GFAP showed mild reactivity in mid-layers and similar findings to controls in WM (Figure 7). Myelin histology revealed preserved deep layer cortical myelin and adjacent WM.

Figure 5. FTLD-Tau PSP 4R tauopathy (patient #6) primary motor MRI and pathology. Left: T2*W MRI of the primary motor region (including sampled BA 4). Center: low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for iron (Fe) and myelin (LFB), with corresponding T2*W MRI slice. Right: high-magnification (20x) tissue sample.
Iron-rich cortical pathology in FTLD stained for tau pathology (Tau), Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively deeper white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is widespread tau pathology (black arrowheads, Tau) across cortical layers and in white matter along with moderate neuronal loss across layers (LFB). MRI showed a large irregular hypointense band across mid-to-lower cortical layers (blue arrowheads, T2*w); on histopathology this correlated to clusters of iron deposits resembling hypertrophic appearing microglia (blue arrowheads, Fe). There was some preserved shading on MRI (yellow notched arrowhead, T2*w) that was partially obscured by the pathological iron signal; this pattern corresponded to the preservation of deep cortical layer myelin (yellow notched arrowheads, LFB). Adjacent white matter showed patchy hypointensities, which corresponded on pathology to the mild reduction in myelin (LFB) and additional large clusters of iron deposits resembling glia (blue arrowheads, Fe).

3.8 Patient #7 – 3R-Predominant Tauopathy, Pick’s Disease, Behavioral-Variant Frontotemporal Dementia

MRI identified OFC and IPFC as abnormal among our standard sampling. In both of these regions, and diffusely thought the frontal cortices, there was overall WM hyperintensity relative to posterior healthy appearing WM associated with MOT and SENS, with the effect most pronounced in OFC. In frontal association regions there was an atypical lack of contrast from deep and upper cortical layers as seen in the control brain. We located an additional focal area in the dorsolateral midfrontal cortex (DLPFC, BA9) with mid-to-deep cortical hypointense band which we sampled for additional histopathologic analysis (Figure 6).
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Histopathologic examination identified tau-positive Pick bodies in neurons and tau-positive ramified astrocytes throughout the cortical layers and associated with severe neuronal loss typical for Pick’s disease in the OFC, IPFC, and DLPFC. This was accompanied by severe tau pathology in the form of WM threads and oligodendrocytes in these regions. In contrast, tau pathology and neurodegeneration were minimal in primary MOT and SENS cortex.

Iron staining in DLPFC found prominent clusters of iron-positive activated microglia and dystrophic processes in mid to deep GM layers (layers III-VI) and juxtacortical WM and less prominent iron-positive astrocytes in deep GM. There were also scattered reactive iron-positive microglia in deeper adjacent WM. Interestingly, glial staining in adjacent tissue revealed a relative depletion of microglia in DLPFC with clusters of microglia with ameboid profiles in a similar spatial distribution to iron stain and severe widespread GFAP reactivity in astrocytes and their processes in GM and WM (Figure 7). In contrast, OFC and IFC, which had similar tau pathology and neurodegeneration to DLPFC, had only scant iron deposits resembling glia. Thus, the observed hyperintensity of cortex on MRI appeared to derive from both the lack of cortical myelin and rarity of iron-rich glia. Finally, iron staining in OFC, IPFC and DLFPC also reflected the absence of cortical myelin and reduced adjacent WM integrity correlating with MRI findings of indistinguishable cortical lamination and hyper intense signal in adjacent WM in these regions (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. FTLD-Tau Pick’s disease 3R tauopathy (patient #7) dorsolateral prefrontal MRI and pathology. *Left:* T2*w MRI of a dorsolateral prefrontal region (including sampled BA 9). *Center:* low-magnification (1x) view of tissue sample stained for iron (Fe) and myelin (LFB), with corresponding T2*w MRI slice. *Right:* high-magnification (20x) tissue sample stained for tau pathology (Tau), Fe, and LFB (scale bar = 100 µm). Rows depict view in upper cortical layers (GM II-III), deep cortical layers (GM IV-VI), directly adjacent white matter enriched for cortical U-fibers (WM-U) and relatively deeper white matter (WM) from boxes outlined in low magnification view (orange box = cortical layers, green box = deep WM). There is widespread tau pathology (black arrow heads, Tau) across cortical layers and in white matter along with severe neuronal loss across layers (LFB). MRI shows a large irregular hypointense band (blue arrowheads, T2*) in mid-to-lower cortical layers; this coincided on pathology with clusters of iron-rich hypertrophic appearing microglia and astrocytic profiles (blue arrowheads, Fe). There were also clusters of iron rich glia in juxtacortical WM (blue arrowheads, Fe) associated on MRI with relative hypointensity of juxtacortical WM (yellow notched arrowheads, T2*w) compared to the hyperintense deeper WM.
4. DISCUSSION

We used an integrated, ex vivo MRI and histopathology approach to study diverse FTLD clinical and pathological subtypes, and contrasted these with AD and healthy brain samples. This enabled novel findings of distinct upper layer hypointense bands and diffuse speckling on T2* MRI which corresponded to both iron-rich astrocytic processes surrounding small blood vessels and dystrophic (as opposed to hypertrophic) patterns of microglia, respectively in FTLD-TDP. In contrast, these patterns were not observed in FTLD-Tau and instead we found large irregular hypointense signal in deep cortical layers and adjacent WM on T2* MRI that correlated with iron-rich hypertrophic microglia. Moreover, there was loss of normal cortical myelination patterns and hyperintense signal in adjacent WM corresponding to severe WM degeneration particularly evident in the 3R tauopathy PID brain. Thus, our findings suggest potential divergent mechanisms of neuroinflammation and resultant neurodegeneration between specific pathological forms of FTLD that may be detectible during life. We also demonstrate the utility of ex vivo MRI to guide histopathologic work needed to study these novel patterns of gliosis outside of traditional histopathological sampling optimized for AD.

4.1 Focal iron-positive gliosis within the cortical laminae and adjacent white matter in FTLD proteinopathies

In both FTLD-TDP cases we found an irregular upper-layer hypointense band within the cortex on MRI, corresponding to iron deposits and GFAP-positive astrocytic processes enveloping small blood vessels. Additionally, hypointense speckling in the cortex of diseased regions was observed on MRI throughout cortical layers that correlated on histopathology with dystrophic microglial processes labelled by IBA-1 (Figures 2, 3, 7).
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These findings are similar to previous reports of iron-rich gliosis in motor cortex of ALS with TDP-43 proteinopathy, but contrast with the laminar distribution described in ALS as mid-to-deep layers. Our study did not include ALS or TDP-B, both of which have greater relative deep layer pathology compared to TDP-A and -C, which may contribute to this discrepancy. Nonetheless, these patterns were distinct from those seen in FTLD-Tau patients in our cohort.

On MRI, the 4R tauopathy cases (i.e., GGT and PSP, patients 5, 6) had prominent mid-to-deep layer irregular hypointense “smudges” in GM, and vessel-shaped hypointensities in nearby WM. On pathology, these corresponded to clusters of iron-rich activated microglia often surrounding large vessels (Figures 4, 5, 7). While the gross anatomical location of a high burden of pathology in primary MOT in these tauopathies partially overlaps with regional patterns of pathology in ALS, the radiographic and pathological features of these FTLD-Tau cases are distinct in the addition of prominent iron-rich gliosis in adjacent WM. Indeed, a previous report of GGT histology also finds similar pattern of iron-rich gliosis in deep GM and adjacent WM.

In PiD, the 3R tauopathy (patient 7), there were shared features with 4R tauopathies of focal, deep-layer hypointensity on MRI, occurring in this case in DLPFC. On pathology, this was associated with a mixture of activated astrocytes and dystrophic microglia processes that were also evident in juxtacortical WM (Figures 5, 7).

Despite similar clinical symptomatology, our FTLD samples had distinct MRI and pathological features from our AD patient. Several studies in AD using ex vivo MRI and pathology have described non-homogenous appearance of cortex with hypointense speckling in layers III-V that correlates with varying amounts of iron-rich plaque and associated microglia on histology. Similar to the previous studies, we observed this mid-layer speckling pattern in our AD subject with antemortem bvFTD diagnosis, which was associated on histology with a subset of neuritic plaques and activated microglia forming morphologies and distributions concordant with iron deposits in mid
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cortical layers (Figure 2). Interestingly, the ATC, a region implicated in bvFTD, was an area of high iron deposits and corresponding amyloid-beta plaque pathology in this patient.
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Figure 7. Patterns of iron-rich glia in FTLD-TDP and FTLD-Tau groups.

Photomicrographs depict representative images from iron-stained sections with abnormal T2* signal ex vivo in FTLD samples and semi-adjacent sections immunostained for microglia (IBA-1) and activated astrocytes (GFAP). The healthy control (HC) had iron-reactivity largely restricted to oligodendrocytes (black star). Glial immunostaining in HC shows mild amounts of microglia in ramified non-reactive morphology (solid black arrowhead) and mild diffuse GFAP+ fibrous astrocytic processes in upper cortical layers (open black arrow heads). The FTLD-TDP patients (TDPA and TDPC) had shared features of relative upper layer (layers II-III) iron in processes surrounding capillaries (open blue arrowheads) as well as diffuse speckling of the neuropil (yellow stars) corresponding to a high level of GFAP reactive astrogial processes (open blue arrowheads) and dystrophic processes (yellow stars) of IBA-1 reactive microglia (solid yellow arrowheads), respectively. In contrast, FTLD-Tau patients had prominent clusters of hypertrophic “ameboid” and “rod-like” appearing iron-rich profiles (solid yellow arrowheads) that were most conspicuous in middle to deeper cortical layers and corresponded to IBA-1 reactive microglia in hypertrophic morphologies (solid yellow arrowheads). The GGT sample also showed dystrophic processes (yellow stars) on iron-stain and IBA-1, with prominent fragmented dystrophic GFAP+ processes (blue stars) throughout. In contrast, PSP showed moderate level of astrogliosis (open blue arrowhead) that were less similar in morphology to adjacent iron-stained cellular structures. The Pick’s disease (PID) 3R tauopathy had similar, but relatively isolated, clusters of hypertrophic iron-rich microglia (solid yellow arrowheads) in deep grey matter and adjacent juxtacortical white matter that corresponded to activated IBA-1 morphologies and degenerating processes (yellow stars). There were also occasional iron-rich morphologies similar to GFAP-reactive activated astrocytes (solid blue arrowheads) which were more prominent in PID than in the 4R tauopathies, but in contrast to FTLD-TDP, were seldom iron-rich. Scale bar = 50 µm.
4.2 Histological analysis of iron-positive glia suggests disparate mechanisms of iron homeostasis and inflammation in AD and FTLD subtypes

Our histological analysis found only a subset of activated glia appear to sequester iron (Figure 7). Alterations of iron homeostasis have been linked to neurodegeneration as deficits in autophagy may lead to lysosome-mediated release of ferric iron from ferritin in degenerating cells (reviewed in detail elsewhere75–77). Glial activation may also contribute to neurodegeneration in AD, FTLD, and related disorders via non-cell autonomous mechanisms altering the microenvironment of the brain from chronic neuroinflammation.78,79

The large iron-rich ameboid morphologies seen in areas of high-pathology in 4R tauopathies suggest the pro-inflammatory state may involve iron sequestration from phagocytosis of cellular debris.80 In particular, the iron-stained features consistent with ameboid microglia in WM were uniquely localized near larger blood vessels in our 4R tauopathy samples. Indeed, ameboid activated microglia have been described in 4R tauopathies48,81 and similar findings of a large burden of perivascular phagocytic microglia were reported in a hereditary tauopathy.82 While we saw similar iron-rich ameboid morphology in TDP samples, these were less common and more focally only in the ATC of FTLD-TDP subtype A patient #4.

In contrast to the ameboid form, we also noted cases where iron deposits had a beaded appearance that morphologically resemble senescent microglia.83,84 This was particularly evident in FTLD-TDP (patients #3 and #4), and focally in deep layers of the DLPFC of the PiD sample (patient #7). These findings align with previous reports of prominent upper layer microglial activity in forms of FTLD-TDP54,55 while PiD shows a variable but more uniform distribution across layers.49,54

More generally, in our FTLD-TDP samples we found localized iron deposits and corresponding microglia in focal areas of cortical degeneration, in contrast to the large-vessel patterns seen in large areas of WM in 4R tauopathies. Indeed, activated
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microglia have been associated with focal areas of cortical degeneration in FTLD-TDP suggesting an association of WM microglia with Wallerian degeneration of axons from neuronal loss.\textsuperscript{85}

GFAP-reactive astrocytes are normally found in healthy white matter in a fibrous morphology,\textsuperscript{69} as seen in our control sample. However in our GGT and PiD sample (patients #5 and #7), there was a conspicuous absence of these fibrous astrocytes in WM and instead there was fragmentation of GFAP-positive processes in GGT (Figure 7), similar to previous reports of astrocytic degeneration in FTLD-Tau.\textsuperscript{86,87} FTLD-Tau has prominent tau pathology within astrocytes and this mechanism could contribute to the patterns observed here.

In contrast, FTLD-TDP inclusions are seldom localized within astrocytes\textsuperscript{88} and we did not observe degeneration of astrocytes in these samples. Instead, in FTLD-TDP we found prominent GFAP-reactive astrocytic morphologies in diseased regions, highlighted by iron deposits resembling astrocytic processes surrounding small vessels in upper cortical layers (Figures 2, 3, 7). Similar to previous reports,\textsuperscript{46,47,49} we also observed high levels of GFAP-positive gliosis in PiD across all cortical layers but, in contrast to FTLD-TDP, these cellular structures were largely not visualized by iron staining, suggesting a potential unique process of astrocyte-mediated iron dysregulation in TDP-43 proteinopathies. This is consistent with the likely contribution of astrocytes to iron homeostasis via active transport uptake of peripheral iron.\textsuperscript{89}

4.3 Differential depletion of healthy myelin across FTLD, AD, and control

Healthy myelin, as observed in our control tissue, has distinct laminar distribution across cortical regions (i.e. myeloarchitecture) with most prominent intracortical myelin found in deeper layers (Nieuwenhuys et al., 2015). Moreover, previous work has found various myelination patterns in other primary and secondary associative cortices (Fracasso et al., 2016) that we largely recapitulate here (Supplementary Figure 1). In our FTLD
samples, we found novel evidence of striking deviation from these established patterns of myelination in healthy cortex and adjacent WM.

The most obvious loss of intracortical myelin was seen in our PiD sample, appearing on MRI as widespread homogenous hyperintense signal in frontal association cortex, corresponding histologically to obliteration of deep-layer myelin and severe neuron loss throughout all layers (Figure 6). A similar but more focal pattern of intracortical myelin loss was seen in the GGT patient in primary motor cortex (Figure 4) while the band of Baillarger in the PSP sample (Figure 5) was relatively preserved. Heterogeneity observed among tauopathies could be attributed to tau isoform type (3R vs 4R), individual differences in rate of progression, disease duration, and/or the relative minimal distribution of PSP tauopathy in cortical regions compared to brainstem and subcortical regions not examined here. In FTLD-TDP samples, there was also evidence for degeneration of intracortical WM that correlated with severe neuronal loss and was most prominent in upper layers II-III (Figures 2, 3). Thus, neuronal loss and WM pathology may contribute to loss of myelination in our samples.

This differed from the pattern of cortical lamination in our atypical AD patient. While largely preserved on histology, cortical lamination was obscured in many locations on MRI by the non-homogeneous hypointense speckling associated with iron deposits resembling and spatially correlated with a subset of neuritic plaques and associated glia (Figure 2). One previous study found a subset of advanced AD patients, largely with young age of onset, to have an abnormal mid-layer band pattern on T2*w MRI corresponding to increased size and disorganization of intracortical myelin. We did not observe this pattern in our patient sample, which, had a relative older age at onset (75) which could account for this discrepancy.

4.4 Limitations and future work

The strong correlation between ex vivo T2*w MRI contrast and the presence of iron in our pathology analyses suggests that iron-based contrast in reactive/degenerating glia
and healthy myelin is the largest, most consistent effect across our samples. Other sources of T2*w have been suggested. For example, diamagnetism of tau and beta amyloid inclusions has been quantified in vitro and in transgenic mice, finding that tau protein inclusions were significantly diagmagnetic at echo times in the range used in our study, with beta amyloid showing a smaller effect. In our sample this does not appear to produce significant T2*w contrast separate from iron, as exemplified in our PiD sample (patient #7), where OFC and IPFC had substantial tau inclusions but minimal iron, and was generally homogenous and hyperintense on MRI (Supplemental Tables 1-4). Therefore, other imaging sequences may be more sensitive to other histopathological substrates in FTLD spectrum and can be compared to T2*w MRI to further elucidate patterns of degeneration in distinct proteinopathies.

Methodological confounds could also contribute to our findings, but we performed careful histological procedures using optimized methods for iron-stain, run in triplicate and confirmed with comparison to ferritin IHC (Supplemental Figure 3). Finally, given the relatively short fixation interval (< 2 years) iron leakage or other tissue degradation is likely to have been minimal in our samples.

While the diversity of our samples’ clinical and pathological features has enabled us to detect unique and frank iron-rich features on joint MRI/histopathology, it is important to acknowledge the limitation of our small sample size in a pathologically heterogeneous disorder. Our findings raise questions regarding the role of inflammation and oxidative stress, but these are dynamic processes with likely varying rates of progression across regions and individual patients. Therefore, we cannot entirely rule out an alternative possibility that all pathological forms of FTLD undergo a similar mechanism of inflammation and iron-overload, captured here at different stages in individual patient samples. Nonetheless, our findings of distinct laminar iron-rich features and corresponding gliosis in areas with high disease burden may also be evident earlier in the disease during life.
Moreover, our work here establishes the basis for future work in larger datasets exploring these focal features. Additionally, our imaging methods, applied in a larger dataset, will enable more quantitative comparison of MRI and digital histology data within and between groups to further inform these complex mechanistic issues.

5. CONCLUSION

Our results indicate that FTLD with underlying TDP-43 or tau proteinopathies have distinct mesoscopic signatures within the cortical laminae and neighboring white matter that produce frank features on ex vivo T2*w MRI. On histopathology, these features correspond with distinct patterns of microscopic iron-rich pathology, strongly indicative of disparate disease processes amongst FTLD subtypes characterized by prominent upper layer iron-rich astrocytes surrounding small vessels and diffuse iron-rich dystrophic microglia in TDP-43 proteinopathies and hypertrophic microglia in deep layers and adjacent WM in tauopathies. Joint MRI/histopathology studies in FTLD offer a unique method for localizing and studying these focal features — both their spatial distribution across the cortex and their microscopic features.

In addition, previous work has demonstrated that in vivo 7T MRI can be sensitized to the intra-cortical pathologic iron content due to AD\textsuperscript{33,60,92} and ALS\textsuperscript{37,93}, although not with sufficient resolution to clearly resolve the layer-specific effects we describe here. However, recent work in a small number of healthy subjects has shown the feasibility of increasing in vivo cortical laminar resolution of 7T MRI to 250 µm in focal regions, enabling detection of layer-specific myeloarchitecture within small patches of cortex\textsuperscript{94}. We therefore expect that the novel iron-rich pathology described here may form a basis for future in vivo imaging biomarkers to localize disease processes, distinguish TDP-43 and tau proteinopathies, and further stratify FTLD subtypes.
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